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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we use the generic term planning to encompass both planning and schedul-

ing problems, and the terms planner or planning system to refer to software for planning or

scheduling. Planning is concerned with reasoning about the consequences of acting in order to

choose from among a set of possible courses of action. In the simplest case, a planner might

enumerate a set of possible courses of action, consider their consequences in turn, and choose

one particular course of action that satis�es a given set of requirements.

Algorithmically, a planning problem has as input a set of possible courses of actions, a

predictive model for the underlying dynamics, and a performance measure for evaluating courses

of action. The output or solution to a planning problem is one or more courses of action that

satisfy the speci�ed requirements for performance. Most planning problems are combinatorial

in the sense that the number of possible courses of actions or the time required to evaluate a

given course of action is exponential in the description of the problem.

Just because there is an exponential number of possible courses of action does not imply

that a planner has to enumerate them all in order to �nd a solution. However, many planning

problems can be shown to be NP-hard, and, for these problems, all known exact algorithms

take exponential time in the worst case. The computational complexity of planning problems

often leads practitioners to consider approximations, computation time versus solution quality

tradeo�s, and heuristic methods.

1.1 Planning and Scheduling Problems

We use the travel planning problem as our canonical example of planning (distinct from schedul-

ing). A travel planning problem consists of a set of travel options (airline ights, cabs, subways,

rental cars, and shuttle services), travel dynamics (information concerning travel times and

costs and how time and cost are a�ected by weather or other factors), and a set of require-

ments. The requirements for a travel planning problem include an itinerary (be in Providence
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on Monday and Tuesday, and in Phoenix from Wednesday morning until noon on Friday) and

constraints on solutions (leave home no earlier than the Sunday before, arrive back no later

than the Saturday after, and spend no more than one thousand dollars in travel-related costs).

Planning can be cast either in terms of satis�cing (�nd some solution satisfying the constraints)

or optimizing (�nd the least cost solution satisfying the constraints).

We use the job-shop scheduling problem as our canonical example of scheduling (distinct

from planning). The speci�cation of a job-shop scheduling problem includes a set of jobs, where

each job is a partially-ordered set of tasks of speci�ed duration, and a set of machines, where

each machine is capable of carrying out a subset of the set of all tasks. A feasible solution to a

job-shop scheduling problem is a mapping from tasks to machines over speci�c intervals of time,

so that no machine has assigned to it more than one task at a time and each task is completed

before starting any other task that follows it in the speci�ed partial order. Scheduling can also

be cast in terms of either satis�cing (�nd a feasible solution) or optimizing (�nd a solution that

minimizes the total time required to complete all jobs).

1.2 Distinctions and Disciplines

To distinguish between planning and scheduling, we note that scheduling is primarily concerned

with �guring out when to carry out actions while planning is concerned with what actions need

to be carried out. In practice, this distinction often blurs and many real-world problems involve

�guring out both what and when.

In real job-shops, each task need not specify a rigid sequence of steps (the what). For

example, drilling a hole in a casting may be accomplished more quickly if a positioning device,

called a �xture, is installed on the machine used for drilling. However, the �xture takes time

to install and may interfere with subsequent machining operations for other tasks. Installing

a �xture for one task may either expedite (the next job needs the same �xture) or retard (the

�xture is in the way in the next job) subsequent jobs. In this version of our canonical scheduling

problem, planning can take on considerable importance.

We can, however, design a problem so as to emphasize either planning or scheduling. For

example, it may be reasonable to let a human decide the what (e.g., the type of machine and

speci�c sequence of machining steps for each task) and a computer program decide the when
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(e.g., the time and machine for each task). This division of labor has allowed the �eld of oper-

ations research to focus e�ort on solving problems that stress scheduling and �nesse planning,

as we distinguished the two above. Restricting attention to scheduling has the e�ect of limiting

the options available to the planner, thereby limiting the possible interactions among actions

and simplifying the combinatorics. In addition, some scheduling problems do not allow for

the possibility of events outside the direct control of the planner, so-called exogenous events,

Planning researchers in arti�cial intelligence generally allow a wide range of options (specifying

both what and when) resulting in a very rich set of interactions among the individual actions

in a given course of action and between actions and exogenous events.

The travel planning problem includes as a special case the classic traveling salesperson

problem, a problem of considerable interest in operations research. In the traveling salesperson

problem, there is a completely connected graph with L vertices corresponding to L distinct

cities, an L� L matrix whose entries encode the distance between each pair of cities, and the

objective is to �nd a minimal-length tour of a speci�ed subset of the cities. The classic traveling

salesperson problem involves a very limited set of possible interactions (e.g., you must �nish

one leg of a tour before beginning the next, and the next leg of a tour must begin at the city in

which the previous leg ended). In contrast, variants of the travel planning problem studied in

arti�cial intelligence generally consider a much richer set of possible interactions (e.g., if you

start on a multi-leg air trip it is generally more cost e�ective to continue with the same airline,

travel that extends over a Saturday is less expensive than travel that does not).

Planning of the sort studied in arti�cial intelligence is similar in some respects to problems

studied in a variety of other disciplines. We have already mentioned operations research;

planning is also similar to the problem of synthesizing controllers in control theory or the

problem of constructing decision procedures in various decision sciences. Planning problems

of the sort considered in this chapter di�er from those studied in other disciplines mainly in

the details of their formulation. Planning problems studied in arti�cial intelligence typically

involve very complex dynamics, requiring expressive languages for their representation, and

encoding a wide range of knowledge, often symbolic, but invariably rich and multi-faceted.
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2 Classifying Planning Problems

In this section, we categorize di�erent planning problems according to their inputs: the set of

basic courses of action, the underlying dynamics, and the performance measure. We begin by

considering models used to predict the consequences of action.

2.1 Representing Dynamical Systems

We refer to the environment in which actions are carried out as a dynamical system. A descrip-

tion of the environment at an instant of time is called the state of the system. We assume that

there is a �nite, but large, set of states, S, and a �nite set of actions, A, that can be executed.

States are described by a vector of state variables, where each state variable represents

some aspect of the environment that can change over time (e.g., the location or color of an

object). The resulting dynamical system can be described as a deterministic, nondeterministic,

or stochastic �nite state machine, and time is isomorphic to the integers. In the case of a

deterministic �nite state machine, the dynamical system is de�ned by a state-transition function

f that takes a state st 2 S and an action at 2 A and returns the next state f(st; at) = st+1 2 S.

If there are N state variables each of which can take on two or more possible values, then

there are as many as 2N states and the state-transition function is N -dimensional. We generally

assume each state variable at t depends on only a small number (at mostM) of state variables

at t� 1. This assumption enables us to factor the state-transition function f into N functions,

each of dimension at mostM , so that f(s; a) = hg1(s; a); : : : ; gN(s; a)i where gi(s; a) represents

the ith state variable.

In most planning problems, a plan is constructed at one time and executed at a later time.

The state-transition function models the evolution of the state of the dynamical system as a

consequence of actions carried out by a plan executor. We also want to model the information

available to the plan executor. The plan executor may be able to observe the state of the

dynamical system, partial state information corrupted by noise, or only the current time. We

assume that there is a set of possible observations O and the information available to the plan

executor at time t is determined by the current state and the output function h : S ! O, so

that h(st) = ot. We also assume that the plan executor has a clock and can determine the
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Figure 1: A block diagram for the general planning problem with state-transition function f ,
output function h, planner �, and plan executor 	

current time t.

Figure 1 depicts the general planning problem. The planner is notated as �; it takes as

input the current observation ot and has as output the current plan, �t. The planner need

not issue a new plan on every state transition and can keep a history of past observations if

required. The plan executor is notated 	; it takes as input the current observation ot and the

current plan �t and has as output the current action at.

If the state transitions are governed by a stochastic process, then the state-transition and

output functions are random functions and we de�ne the state-transition and output conditional

probability distributions as follows.

Pr(f(st; at)jst; at)

Pr(h(st)jst)

In the general case, it requires O(2N) storage to encode these distributions for boolean state

variables. However, in many practical cases, these probability distributions can be factored by

taking advantage of independence among state variables.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the ith state variable at time t depends on a small

subset (of size at most M) of the state variables at time t � 1. Let Parents(i; s) denote the

subset of state variables that the ith state variable depends on in s. We can represent the

conditional probability distribution governing state transitions as the following product.

Pr(hg1(st; at); : : : ; gN(st; at)ijst; at) =
NY
i=1

Pr(gi(st; at)jParents(i; st); at)
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This factored representation requires only O(N2M) storage for boolean state variables, which

is reasonable assuming that M is relatively small.

The above descriptions of dynamical systems provide the semantics for a planning system

embedded in a dynamic environment. There remains the question of syntax: speci�cally, how

do you represent the dynamical system? In arti�cial intelligence, the answer varies widely.

Researchers have used �rst-order logic [1], dynamic logic [34], state-space operators [13], and

factored probabilistic state-transition functions [9]. In the later sections, we examine some of

these representations in more detail.

In some variants of job-shop scheduling the dynamics are relatively simple. We might

assume, for example, that if a job is started on a given machine, it will successfully complete in

a �xed, predetermined amount of time known to the planner. Everything is under the control

of the planner and evaluating the consequences of a given plan (schedule) is almost trivial from

a computational standpoint.

We can easily imagine variants of the travel planning problems in which the dynamics are

quite complicated. For example, we might wish to model ight cancellations and delays due to

weather and mechanical failure in terms of a stochastic process. The planner cannot control

the weather but it can plan to avoid the deleterious e�ects of the weather (e.g., take a Southern

route if a chance of snow threatens to close Northern airports). In this case, there are factors

not under control of the planner and evaluating a given travel plan may require signi�cant

computational overhead.

2.2 Representing Plans of Action

We have already introduced a set of actions A. We assume that these actions are primitive in

that they can be carried out by the hardware responsible for executing plans. Semantically, a

plan � is a mapping from what is known at the time of execution to the set of actions. The set

of all plans for a given planning problem is notated �.

For example, a plan might map the current observation ot to the action at to take in the

current state st. Such a plan would be independent of time. Alternatively, a plan might ignore

observations altogether and map the current time t to the action to take in state st. Such a

plan is independent of the current state, or at least the observable aspects of the current state.
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If the action speci�ed by a plan is dependent on observations of the current state, then we

say that the plan is conditional. If the action speci�ed by a plan is dependent on the current

time, then we say that the plan is time variant, otherwise we say it is stationary. If the mapping

is one-to-one, then we say that the plan is deterministic, otherwise it is nondeterministic and

possibly stochastic if the mapping speci�es a distribution over possible actions.

Conditional plans are said to run in a closed loop, since they enable the executor to react

to the consequences of prior actions. Unconditional plans are said to run in an open loop, since

they take no account of exogenous events or the consequences of prior actions that were not

predicted using the dynamical model.

Now that we have the semantics for plans, we can think about how to represent them. If

the mapping is a function, we can use any convenient representation for functions, including

decision trees, tabular formats, hash tables, or arti�cial neural networks. In some problems, an

unconditional, time-variant, deterministic plan is represented as a simple sequence of actions.

Alternatively, we might use a set of possible sequences of actions perhaps speci�ed by a partially

ordered set of actions to represent a non-deterministic plan (i.e., the plan allows any total order

(sequence) consistent with the given partial order).

2.3 Measuring Performance

For a deterministic dynamical system in initial state s0, a plan � determines a (possibly in�nite)

sequence of states h� = hs0; s1; : : :i, called a history or state-space trajectory. More generally,

a dynamical system together with a plan induces a probability distribution over histories, and

h� is a random variable governed by this distribution. A value function V assigns to each

history a real value. In the deterministic case, the performance J of a plan � is the value of

the resulting history, J(�) = V(h�). In the general case, the performance J of a plan is the

expected value according to V over all possible histories, J(�) = E[V(h�)], where E denotes

taking an expectation.

In arti�cial intelligence planning (distinct from scheduling), much of the research has focused

on goal-based performance measures. A goal G is a subset of the set of states S.

V(hs0; s1; : : :i) =

(
1 if 9i; si 2 G
0 otherwise
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Alternatively, we can consider the number of transitions until we reach a goal state as a measure

of performance.

V(hs0; s1; : : :i) =

(
�mini si 2 G if 9i; si 2 G
�1 otherwise

In the stochastic case, the corresponding measure of performance is called expected time to

target, and the objective in planning is to minimize this measure.

Generalizing on the expected-time-to-target performance measure, we can assign to each

state a cost using the cost function C. This cost function yields the following value function

on histories.

V(hs0; s1; : : :i) = �
1X
i=0

C(si)

In some problems, we may wish to discount future costs using a discounting factor 0 �  < 1.

V(hs0; s1; : : :i) = �
1X
i=0

iC(si)

This performance measure is called discounted cumulative cost. The above value functions are

said to be separable since the total value of a history is a simple sum or weighted sum (in the

discounted case) of the costs of each state in the history.

It should be noted that we can use any of the above methods for measuring the performance

of a plan to de�ne either a satis�cing criterion (e.g., �nd a plan whose performance is above

some �xed threshold) or an optimizing criterion (e.g., �nd a plan maximizing a given measure

of performance).

2.4 Categories of Planning Problems

Now we are in a position to describe some basic classes of planning problems. A planning

problem can be described in terms of its dynamics, either deterministic or stochastic. We

might also consider whether the actions of the planner completely or only partially determine

the state of the environment.

A planning problem can be described in terms of the knowledge available to the planner

or executor. In the problems considered in this chapter, we assume that the planner has an

accurate model of the underlying dynamics, but this need not be the case in general. Even if the

planner has an accurate predictive model, the executor may not have the necessary knowledge

to make use of that model. In particular, the executor may have only partial knowledge of
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the system state and that knowledge may be subject to errors in observation (e.g., noisy,

error-prone sensors).

We can assume that all computations performed by the planner are carried out prior to any

execution, in which case the planning problem is said to be o�-line. Alternatively, the planner

may periodically compute a new plan and hand it o� to the executor; this sort of planning

problem is said to be on-line. Given space limitations, we are concerned primarily with o�-line

planning problems in this chapter.

Now that we have some familiarity with the various classes of planning problems, we con-

sider some speci�c techniques for solving them. Our emphasis is on the design, analysis and

application of planning algorithms.

3 Algorithms, Complexity and Search

Once we are given a set of possible plans and a performance function implementing a given

performance measure, we can cast any planning or scheduling problem as a search problem.

If we assume that evaluating a plan (applying the performance function) is computationally

simple, then the most important issue concerns how we search the space of possible plans.

Speci�cally, given one or more plans currently under consideration, how do we extend the

search to consider other, hopefully better performing plans? We focus on two methods for

extending search: re�nement methods and repair methods.

A re�nement method takes an existing partially speci�ed plan (schedule) and re�nes it

by adding detail. In job-shop scheduling, for example, we might take a (partial) plan that

assigns machines and times to k of the jobs, and extend it so that it accounts for k + 1 jobs.

Alternatively, we might build a plan in chronological order by assigning the earliest interval

with a free machine on each iteration.

A repair method takes a completely speci�ed plan and attempts to transform it into another

completely speci�ed plan with better performance. In travel planning, we might take a plan

that makes use of one airline's ights and modify it to use the ights of another, possibly less

expensive or more reliable airline. Repair methods often work by �rst analyzing a plan to

identify unwanted interactions or bottlenecks and then attempting to eliminate the identi�ed

problems.
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we briey survey what

is known about the complexity of planning and scheduling problems, irrespective of what

methods are used to solve them. In Section 3.2, we focus on traditional search methods for

generating plans of actions given deterministic dynamics. We begin with open-loop planning

problems with complete knowledge of the initial state, progressing to closed-loop planning

problems with incomplete knowledge of the initial state. In Section 3.3, we focus on methods

for generating schedules given deterministic dynamics. In both Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss

re�nement- and repair-based methods. In Section 3.4, we mention related work in machine

learning concerned with learning search rules and adapting previously generated solutions to

planning and scheduling problems. In Section 3.5, we consider a class of planning problems

involving stochastic dynamics and address some issues that arise in trying to approximate the

value of conditional plans in stochastic domains. Our discussion begins with a quick survey of

what is known about the complexity of planning and scheduling problems.

3.1 Complexity Results

Garey and Johnson [14] provide an extensive listing of NP-hard problems, including a great

many scheduling problems. They also provide numerous examples of how a hard problem can

be rendered easy by relaxing certain assumptions. For example, most variants of job-shop

scheduling are NP-hard. Suppose, however, that you can suspend work on one job in order

to carry out a rush job, resuming the suspended job on completion of the rush job so that

there is no time lost in suspending and resuming. With this assumption, some hard problems

become easy. Unfortunately, most real scheduling problems are NP-hard. Graham et al. [17]

provide a somewhat more comprehensive survey of scheduling problems with a similarly dismal

conclusion. Lawler et al. [26] survey results for the traveling salesperson problem, a special

case of our travel planning problem. Here again the prospects for optimal, exact algorithms

are not good, but there is some hope for approximate algorithms.

With regard to open-loop, deterministic planning, Chapman [5], Bylander [4], and Gupta

and Nau [18] have shown that most problems in this general class are hard. Dean and Boddy [8]

show that the problem of evaluating plans represented as sets of partially ordered actions is

NP-hard in all but the simplest cases. B�ackstr�om and Klein [3] provide some examples of easy
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(polynomial time) planning problems, but these problems are of marginal practical interest.

Regarding closed-loop, deterministic planning, Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis [29] discuss

polynomial-time algorithms for �nding an optimal conditional plan for a variety of performance

functions. Unfortunately, the polynomial is in the size of the state space. As mentioned earlier,

we assume that the size of the state space is exponential in the number of state variables.

Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis also list algorithms for the case of stochastic dynamics that are

polynomial in the size of the state space.

From the perspective of worst-case, asymptotic time and space complexity, most practical

planning and scheduling problems are computationally very di�cult. The literature on planning

and scheduling in arti�cial intelligence generally takes it on faith that any interesting problem

is at least NP-hard. The research emphasis is on �nding powerful heuristics and clever search

algorithms. In the remainder of this section, we explore some of the highlights of this literature.

3.2 Planning with Deterministic Dynamics

In the following section, we consider a special case of planning in which each action determin-

istically transforms one state into another. Nothing changes without the executor performing

some action. We assume that the planner has an accurate model of the dynamics. If we also

assume that we are given complete information about the initial state, it will be su�cient to

produce unconditional plans that are produced o�-line and run in an open loop.

Recall that a state is described in terms of a set of state variables. Each state assigns

to each state variable a value. To simplify the notation, we restrict our attention to boolean

variables. In the case of boolean variables, each state variable is assigned either true or false.

Suppose that we have three boolean state variables: P , Q, and R. We represent the particular

state s in which P and Q are true and R is false by the state-variable assignment, s = fP =

true; Q = true; R = falseg, or, somewhat more compactly, by s = fP;Q;:Rg, where X 2 s

indicates that X is assigned true in s and :X 2 s indicates that X is assigned false in s.

An action is represented as a state-space operator � de�ned in terms of preconditions

(Pre(�)) and postconditions (also called e�ects) (Post(�)). Preconditions and postconditions

are represented as state-variable assignments that assign values to subsets of the set of all state

variables. Here is an example operator �eg:
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Operator �eg

Preconditions: P , :R

Postconditions: :P , :Q

If an operator (action) is applied (executed) in a state in which the preconditions are satis�ed,

then the variables mentioned in the postconditions are assigned their respective values in the

resulting state. If the preconditions are not satis�ed, then there is no change in state.

In order to describe the state-transition function, we introduce a notion of consistency and

de�ne two operators � and 	 on state-variable assignments. Let ' and # denote state-variable

assignments. We say that ' and # are inconsistent if there is a variable X such that ' and

# assign X di�erent values; otherwise, we say that ' and # are consistent. The operator

	 behaves like set di�erence with respect to the variables in assignments. The expression

' 	 # denotes a new assignment consisting of the assignments to variables in ' that have no

assignment in # (e.g., fP;Qg 	 fPg = fP;Qg 	 f:Pg = fQg 	 fg = fQg). The operator

� takes two consistent assignments and returns their union (e.g., fQg � fPg = fP;Qg, but

fPg � f:Pg is unde�ned).

The state-transition function is de�ned as follows.

f(s; �) =

(
s if s and Pre(�) are inconsistent
Post(�)� (s 	 Post(�)) otherwise

If we apply the operator �eg to a state where the variables P and Q are true, and R is false,

we have

f(fP;Q;:Rg; �eg) = f:P;:Q;:Rg

We extend the state-transition function to handle sequences of operators in the obvious way.

f(s; h�1; �2; : : : ; �ni) = f(f(s; �1); h�2; : : : ; �ni)

f(s; hi) = s

Our performance measure for this problem is goal based. Goals are represented as state-

variable assignments that assign values to subsets of the set of all state variables. By assigning

values to one or more state variables, we designate a set of states as the goal. We say that

a state s satis�es a goal �, notated s j= �, just in case the assignment � is a subset of the
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assignment s. Given an initial state s0, a goal �, and a library of operators, the objective

of the planning problem is to �nd a sequence of state-space operators h�1; : : : ; �ni such that

f(s0; h�1; : : : ; �ni) j= �.

Using a state-space operator to transform one state into the next state is called progression.

We can also use an operator to transform one goal into another, namely, the goal that the

planner would have prior to carrying out the action corresponding to the operator. This use

of an operator to transform goals is called regression. In de�ning regression, we introduce the

notion of an impossible assignment, denoted ?. We assume that if you regress a goal using an

operator with postconditions that are inconsistent with the goal, then the resulting regressed

goal is impossible to achieve. Here is the de�nition of regression:

b(�; �) =

(
? if � and Post(�) are inconsistent
Pre(�)� (�	 Post(�)) otherwise

Conditional Postconditions and Quanti�cation

Within the general operator-based state-transition framework described above, a variety of

syntactic abbreviations can be used to facilitate compact action representation. For example,

the postconditions of an action may be conditional. A conditional postcondition of the from

P ) Q means that the action changes the value of the variable Q to true only if the value of

P is true in the state where the operator is applied. It is easy to see that an action with such

a conditional e�ect corresponds to two simpler actions, one which has a precondition P and

the postcondition Q, and the other which has a precondition :P and does not mention Q in

its postconditions.

Similarly, when state variables can be typed in terms of objects in the domain to which

they are related, it is possible to express preconditions and postconditions of an operator as

quanti�ed formulas. As an example, suppose in the travel domain, we have one state variable

loc(c) which is true if the agent is in city c and false otherwise. The action of ying from city c

to city c0 has the e�ect that the agent is now at city c0, and the agent is not in any other city.

If there are n cities, c1; : : : ; cn, the latter e�ect can be expressed either as a set of propositional

postconditions :loc(c1); : : : ;:loc(cj�1);:loc(cj+1); : : : ;:loc(cn) where c0 = cj , or, more com-

pactly, as the quanti�ed e�ect 8
z:city(z) z 6= c0 ) :loc(z). Since operators with conditional
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Figure 2: This �gure depicts the partial plan �eg. The postconditions (e�ects) of the steps are
shown above the steps, while the preconditions are shown below the steps in parentheses. The
ordering constraints between steps are shown by arrows. The interval preservation constraints
are shown by arcs, while the contiguity constraints are shown by dotted lines.

postconditions and quanti�ed preconditions and postconditions are just shorthand notations

for �nitely many propositional operators, the transition function, as well as the progression

and regression operations can be modi�ed in straightforward ways to accommodate them. For

example, if a goal formula fW;Sg is regressed through an operator having preconditions fP;Qg

and postconditions fR ) :Wg, we get f:R; S; P;Qg. Note that by making :R a part of the

regressed formula, we ensure that :W will not be a postcondition of the operator, thereby

averting the inconsistency with the goals.

Representing Partial Plans

Although solutions to the planning problems can be represented by operator sequences, to

facilitate e�cient methods of plan synthesis, it is useful to have a more exible representation

for partial plans. A partial plan consists of a set of steps, a set of ordering constraints that

restrict the order in which steps are to be executed, and a set of auxiliary constraints that

restrict the value of state variables over particular intervals of time. Each step is associated

with a state-space operator. To distinguish between multiple instances of the same operator

appearing in a plan, we assign each step a unique integer i and represent the ith step as the

pair (i; �i) where �i is the operator associated with the ith step.

Figure 2 shows a partial plan �eg consisting of seven steps. The plan �eg is represented as
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follows.
h f(0; �0); (1; �1); (2; �2); (3; �3); (4; �4); (5; �5); (1; �1g;

f(0
�
� 1); (1 � 2); (1 � 4); (2� 3); (3 � 5); (4� 5); (5

�
� 1)g;

f(1
Q

� 2); (3
R
� 1)g i

An ordering constraint of the form (i � j) indicates that Step i precedes Step j. An ordering

constraint of the form (i
�
� j) indicates that Step i is contiguous with Step j, that is Step i

precedes Step j and no other steps intervene. The steps are partially ordered in that Step 2

can occur either before or after Step 4. An auxiliary constraint of the form (i
P
� j) is called

an interval preservation constraint and indicates that P is to be preserved in the range between

Steps i and j (and therefore no operator with postcondition :P should occur between Steps i

and j). In particular, according to the constraint (3
R
� 1), Step 4 should not occur between

Steps 3 and 1.

The set of steps f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng with contiguity constraints

f(�0
�
� �1); (�1

�
� �2); : : : ; (�n�1

�
� �n)g

is called the header of the plan �. The last element of the header �n is called the head step.

The state de�ned by f(s0; h��1 ; : : : ; ��ni), where ��i is the operator associated with �i is called

the head state. In a similar manner, we can de�ne the tail, tail step, and tail state.

As an example, the partial plan �eg shown in Figure 2 has the Steps 0 and 1 in its header,

with Step 1 being the head step. The head state (which is the state resulting from applying �1

to the initial state) is fP;Qg. Similarly, the tail consists of Steps 5 and 1, with Step 5 being

the tail step. The tail state (which is the result of regressing the goal conditions through the

operator �5) is fR;Ug.

Re�nement Search

A large part of the work on plan synthesis in arti�cial intelligence falls under the rubric of

re�nement search. Re�nement search can be seen as search in the space of partial plans.

The search starts with the empty partial plan, and adds details to that plan until a complete

plan results. Semantically, a partial plan can be seen as a shorthand notation for the set

of complete plans (action sequences) that are consistent with the constraints. A re�nement

strategy converts a partial plan � into a set of new plans f�1; : : : ; �ng such that all the potential
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solutions represented by � are represented by at least one of �1; : : : ; �n. Syntactically, this

is accomplished by generating each of the children plans (re�nements) by adding additional

constraints to �.

The following is a general template for re�nement search. The search starts with the null

plan hf(0; �0); (1; �1)g; f(0 � 1)g; fgi, where �0 is a dummy operator with no preconditions

and postconditions corresponding to the initial state, and �1 is a dummy operator with no

postconditions and preconditions corresponding the goal. For example, if we were trying to

�nd a sequence of actions to transform the initial state fP;Q;:Rg into a state satisfying the

goal fRg, then we would have Pre(�0) = fg, Post(�0) = fP;Q;:Rg, Pre(�1) = fRg, and

Post(�1) = fg.

We de�ne a generic re�nement procedure, Re�ne(�), as follows [23].

1. If an action sequence h�1; �2; : : : ; �ni corresponds to a total order consistent with both

ordering constraints and the auxiliary constraints of �, and is a solution to the planning

problem, then terminate and return h�1; �2; : : : ; �ni.

2. If the constraints in � are inconsistent, then eliminate � from future consideration.

3. Select a re�nement strategy, and apply the strategy to � and add the resulting re�nements

to the set of plans under consideration.

4. Select a plan �0 from those under consideration and call Re�ne(�0).

In Step 3, the search selects a re�nement strategy to be applied to the partial plan. There are

several possible choices here, corresponding intuitively to di�erent ways of splitting the set of

potential solutions represented by the plan. In the following sections, we outline four popular

re�nement strategies employed in the planning literature.

State-Space Re�nements

The most straightforward way of re�ning partial plans involves using progression to convert

the initial state into a state satisfying the goal conditions, or using regression to convert a set

of goal conditions into a set of conditions that are satis�ed in the initial state. From the point
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of view of partial plans, this corresponds to growing the plan from either the beginning or the

end.

Progression (or forward state-space) re�nement involves advancing the head state by adding

a step �, such that the preconditions of �� are satis�ed in the current head state, to the header

of the plan. The step � may be newly added to the plan or currently present in the plan. In

either case, it is made contiguous to the current head step and becomes the new head step.

As an example, one way of re�ning the plan �eg in Figure 2 using progression re�nement

would be to apply an instance of the operator �2 (either the instance that is currently in the

plan (2; �2) or a new instance) to the head state (recall that it is fP;Qg). This is accomplished

by putting a contiguity constraint between (2; �2) and the current head step (1; �1) (thereby

making the former the new head step).

We can also de�ne a re�nement strategy based on regression, which involves regressing

the tail state of a plan through an operator. For example, the operator �3 is applicable (in

the backward direction) through this tail state (which is fR;Ug), while the operator �4 is

not (since its postconditions are inconsistent with the tail state). Thus, one way of re�ning

�eg using regression re�nement would be to apply an instance of the operator �3 (either the

existing instance in Step 3 or a new one) to the tail state in the backward direction. This is

accomplished by putting a contiguity constraint between (3; �3) and the current tail step.

From a search control point of view, one of the important questions is deciding which of

the many re�nements generated by progression and regression re�nements are most likely to

lead to a solution. It is possible to gain some focus by using state di�erence heuristics, which

prefer the re�nements where the set di�erence between the tail state and the head state is the

smallest.

While the state di�erence heuristic works well enough for regression re�nements, it does not

provide su�cient focus to progression re�nements. The problem is that in a realistic planning

problem, there potentially may be many operators that are applicable in the current head state,

and only a few of them may be relevant to the goals of the problem. Thus, the strategy of

generating all the re�nements and ranking them with respect to the state di�erence heuristic

can be prohibitively expensive. We need a method of automatically zeroing on those operators

which are possibly relevant to the goals.
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Figure 3: An example of precondition establishment. This diagram illustrates an attempt to
establish Q for Step 2. Establishing a postcondition can result in a potential conict, which
requires arbitration to avert the conict. Underlined preconditions correspond to secondary
preconditions.

One popular way of generating the list of relevant operators is to use means-ends analysis.

The general idea is the following. Suppose we have an operator � whose postconditions match

a goal of the problem. Clearly, � is a relevant operator. If the preconditions of � are satis�ed

in the head state of the current partial plan, we can apply it directly. Suppose they are not

all satis�ed. In such a case, we can consider the preconditions of � as subgoals, look for an

operator �0 whose postconditions match one of these subgoals, and check if it is applicable to

the head state. This type of recursive analysis can be continued to �nd the set of relevant

operators, and focus progression re�nement.

Plan-Space Re�nements

As we saw above, in state-space re�nements, partial plans are extended by adding new steps

and new contiguity constraints. The contiguity constraints are required since without them the

head state and tail state are not well de�ned. State-space re�nements have the disadvantage

that they completely determine the order and position of every step introduced into the plan.
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While it is easy to see whether or not a given step is relevant to a plan, often the precise

position at which a step must occur in the �nal plan is not apparent until all of the steps have

been added. In such situations, state-space re�nement can lead to premature commitment to

the order of steps, causing extensive backtracking.

Plan-space re�nement attempts to avoid this premature commitment. The main idea in

plan-space re�nement is to shift the attention from advancing the world state to establishing

goals. A precondition P of a step (i; �i) in a plan is said to be established if there is some

step (j; �j) in the plan that precedes i and causes P to be true, and no step that can possibly

intervene between j and i has postconditions that are inconsistent with P . It is easy to see

that if every precondition of every step in the plan is established, then that plan will be a

solution plan. Plan-space re�nement involves picking a precondition P of a step (i; �i) in the

partial plan, and adding enough additional step, ordering, and auxiliary constraints to ensure

the establishment of P .

We illustrate the main ideas in precondition establishment through an example. Consider

the partial plan at the top in Figure 3. Step 2 in this plan requires a precondition Q. To establish

this precondition, we need a step which has Q as its postcondition. None of the existing steps

have such a postcondition. Suppose an operator �3 in the library has a postcondition R) Q.

We introduce an instance of �3 as Step 3 into the plan. Step 3 is ordered to come before Step 2

(and after Step 0). Since �3 makes Q true only when R is true before it, to make sure that Q

will be true following Step 3, we need to ensure that R is true before it. This can be done by

posting R as a precondition of Step 3. Since R is not a normal precondition of �3, and is being

posted only to guarantee one of its conditional e�ects, it is called a secondary precondition [30].

Now that we have introduced Step 3 and ensured that it produces Q as a postcondition,

we need to make sure that Q is not violated by any steps possibly intervening between Steps 3

and 2. This phase of plan-space re�nement is called arbitration. In our example, Step 1,

which can possibly intervene between Steps 3 and 2, has a postcondition P ) :Q, that is

potentially inconsistent with Q. To avert this inconsistency, we can either order Step 1 to come

before Step 3 (demotion), or order Step 1 to come after Step 2 (promotion), or ensure that

the o�ending conditional e�ect will not occur. This last option, called confrontation, can be

carried out by posting :P as a (secondary) precondition of Step 1. All these partial plans,
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corresponding to di�erent ways of establishing the precondition Q at Step 2 are returned as

the re�nements of the original plan.

One problem with this precondition-by-precondition establishment approach is that the

steps added in establishing a precondition might unwittingly violate a previously established

precondition. Although this does not a�ect the completeness of the re�nement search, it can

lead to wasted planning e�ort, and necessitate repeated establishments of the same precondition

within the same search branch. Many variants of plan-space re�nements avoid this ine�ciency

by protecting their establishments. Whenever a condition P of a step � is established with the

help of the e�ects of a step �0, an interval preservation constraint (�0
P
� �) is added to remem-

ber this establishment. If the steps introduced by later re�nements violate this preservation

constraint, those conicts are handled much the same way as in the arbitration phase discussed

above. In the example shown in Figure 3, we can protect the establishment of precondition Q

by adding the constraint 3
Q

� 2.

Although the order in which preconditions are selected for establishment does not have any

e�ect on the completeness of a planner using plan-space re�nement, it can have a signi�cant

impact on the size of the search space explored by the planner (and thereby its e�ciency). Thus,

any available domain speci�c information regarding the relative importance of the various types

of preconditions can be gainfully exploited. As an example, in the travel domain, the action

of taking a ight to go from one place to another may have as its preconditions having a

reservation, and being at the airport. To the extent that having a reservation is considered

more critical than being at the airport, we would want to work on establishing the former �rst.

Task-Reduction Re�nements

In both the state-space and plan-space re�nements, the only knowledge that is available about

the planning task is in terms of primitive actions (that can be executed by the underlying hard-

ware), and their preconditions and postconditions. Often, one has more structured planning

knowledge available in a domain. For example, in a travel planning domain, we might have the

knowledge that one can reach a destination by either \taking a ight" or by \taking a train".

We may also know that \taking a ight" in turn involves making a reservation, buying a ticket,

taking a cab to the airport, getting on the plane etc. In such a situation, we can consider \tak-
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plan shown on the right. In the new plan, Step 2 is replaced with the (renamed) steps and
constraints speci�ed in the reduction shown in the center box.

ing a ight" as an abstract task (which cannot be directly executed by the hardware). This

abstract task can then be reduced to a plan fragment consisting of other abstract or primitive

tasks (in this case \making a reservation", \buying a ticket", \going to the airport", \getting

on the plane"). This way, if there are some high-level problems with the \taking ight" action

and other goals, (e.g. there is not going to be enough money to take a ight as well paying the

rent), we can resolve them before we work on low level details such as getting to the airport.

This idea forms the basis for task reduction re�nement. Speci�cally, we assume that in

addition to the knowledge about primitive actions, we also have some abstract actions, and a

set of schemas (plan fragments) that can replace any given abstract action. Task reduction

re�nement takes a partial plan � containing abstract and primitive tasks, picks an abstract task

�, and for each reduction schema (plan fragment) that can be used to reduce �, a re�nement

of � is generated with � replaced by the reduction schema (plan fragment). As an example,

consider the partial plan on the left in Figure 4. Suppose the operator �2 is an abstract

operator. The central box in Figure 4 shows a reduction schema for Step 2, and the partial

plan shown on the right of the �gure shows the result of re�ning the original plan with this

reduction schema. At this point any interactions between the newly introduced plan fragment

and the previously existing plan steps can be resolved using techniques such as promotion,

demotion and confrontation discussed in the context of plan-space re�nement. This type of

reduction is carried out until all the tasks are primitive.

In some ways, task reduction re�nements can be seen as \macro re�nements" that package

together a series of state-space and plan-space re�nements, thereby reducing a considerable
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amount of search. This, and the fact that in most planning domains, canned reduction schemas

are readily available, have made task reduction re�nement a very popular re�nement choice for

many applications.

Hybrid Re�nements

Although early re�nement planning systems tended to subscribe exclusively to a single re�ne-

ment strategy, it is possible and often e�ective to use multiple re�nement strategies. As an

example, the partial plan �eg shown in Figure 2 can be re�ned with progression re�nement

(e.g., by putting a contiguity constraint between Step 1 and Step 2), with regression re�nement

(e.g., by putting a contiguity constraint between Step 3 and Step 5), or plan-space re�nement

(e.g., by establishing the precondition S of Step 3 with the help of the e�ect Step 2). Finally,

if the operator �4 is a non-primitive operator, we can also use task reduction re�nement to

replace �4 with its reduction schema. There is some evidence that planners using multiple

re�nement strategies intelligently can outperform those using single re�nement strategies [21].

However, the question as to which re�nement strategy should be preferred when is still largely

open.

Handling Incomplete Information

Although the re�nement methods described above were developed in the context of planning

problems where the initial state is completely speci�ed, they can be extended to handle in-

completely speci�ed initial states. Incomplete speci�cation of the initial state means that the

values of some of the state variables in the initial state are not speci�ed. Such incomplete

speci�cation can be handled as long as the state variables are observable (i.e., the correct value

of the variable can be obtained at execution time).

Suppose the initial state is incomplete with respect to the value of the state variable �. If

� has only a small number of values, K, then we can consider this planning problem to be a

collection of K problems, each with the same goal and a complete initial state in which � takes

on a speci�c value. Once the K problems are solved, we can make a K-way conditional plan

that gives the correct plan conditional given the observed value of the state variable �. There

exist methods for extending re�nement strategies so that instead of working onK unconditional
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plans with signi�cant overlap, a single, multi-threaded conditional plan is generated [32].

Conditional planning can be very expensive in situations in which the unspeci�ed variable

� has a large set of possible values or there are several unspeci�ed variables. If there are

U unspeci�ed variables each with K possible values, then a conditional plan that covers all

possible contingencies has to account for UK possible initial states. In some cases, we can

avoid a combinatorial explosion by performing some amount of on-line planning; �rst plan to

obtain the necessary information, then, after obtaining this information, plan what to do next.

Unfortunately, this on-line approach has potential problems.

In travel planning, for example, you could wait until you arrive in Boston's Logan Airport

to check on the weather in Chicago in order to plan whether to take a Southern or Northern

route to San Francisco. But, if you do wait and it is snowing in Chicago, you may �nd out that

all of the ights taking Southern routes are already sold out. In this case, it would have been

better to anticipate the possibility of snow in Chicago and reserve a ight to San Francisco

taking a Southern route. Additional complications arise concerning the time when you observe

the value of a given variable, the time when you need to know the value of a variable, and

whether or not the value of a variable changes between when you observe it and when you need

to know a value.

Uncertainty arises not only with respect to initial conditions, but also as a consequence of

the actions of the planner (e.g., you get stuck in tra�c and miss your ight) or the actions

of others (e.g., the airline cancels your ight). In general, uncertainty is handled by introduc-

ing sensing or information gathering actions (operators). These operators have preconditions

and postconditions similar to other operators, but some of the postconditions, those corre-

sponding to the consequences of information gathering, are nondeterministic; we will not know

the actual value of these postconditions until after we have executed the action [11].

The approach to conditional planning sketched above theoretically extends to arbitrary

sources of uncertainty, but in practice search has to be limited to consider only outcomes

that are likely to have a signi�cant impact on performance. In Section 3.5 we briey consider

planning using stochastic models that quantify uncertainty involving outcomes.
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Repair Methods in Planning

The re�nement methods for plan synthesis described in Section 3.2 assume access to the com-

plete dynamics of the system. Sometimes, the system dynamics are complex enough that using

the full model during plan synthesis can be ine�cient. In many such domains, it is often pos-

sible to come up with a simpli�ed model of the dynamics that is approximately correct. As

an example, in the travel domain, the action of taking a ight from one city to another has

potentially many preconditions, including ones such as \have enough money to buy tickets"

and \have enough clean clothes to take on the travel." Often, most of these preconditions

are trivially satis�ed, and we are justi�ed in approximating the set of preconditions to simply

ensure that we have a reservation and are at the airport on time. In such problems, a simpli�ed

model can be used to drive plan generation using re�nement methods, and the resulting plan

can then be tested with respect to the complete dynamical model of the system. If the testing

shows the plan to be correct, we are done. If not, the plan needs to be repaired or debugged.

This repair process involves both adding and deleting constraints from the plan.

If the complete dynamical model is declarative (instead of being a black box), it is possible

to extract from the testing phase an explanation of why the plan is incorrect (for example, in

terms of some of the preconditions that are not satis�ed, or are violated by some of the indirect

e�ects of actions). This explanation can then be used to focus the repair activity [35, 19].

Similar repair methods can also be useful in situations where we have probably approximately

correct canned plans for generic types of goals, and we would like to solve planning problems

involving collections of these goals by putting the relevant canned plans together and modifying

them.

3.3 Scheduling with Deterministic Dynamics

As we mentioned earlier, scheduling is typically concerned with deciding when to carry out

a given set of actions so as to satisfy various types of constraints on the order in which the

actions need to be performed, and the ways in which di�erent resources are consumed. Arti�cial

intelligence approaches to scheduling typically declaratively represent and reason with the

constraints.

Constraint-based schedulers used in a real applications generally employ sophisticated pro-
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gramming languages to represent a range of constraints. For example, many schedulers require

temporal constraints that specify precedence, contiguity, duration, earliest and latest start and

completion times for tasks.

In some schedulers, temporal constraints are enforced rigidly, so they never need to be

checked during search. Many scheduling problems also manage a variety of resources. In

the job-shop scheduling problem, machines are resources; only one task can be performed

on a machine at a time. Other resources encountered in scheduling problems include fuel,

storage space, human operators and crew, vehicles, and assorted other equipment. Tasks have

constraints that specify their resource requirements and resources have capacity constraints

that ensure that a schedule does not over allocate resources.

In addition to constraints on the time of occurrence and resources used by tasks, there are

also constraints on the state of the world that are imposed by physics: the dynamics governing

the environment. For example, a switch can be in the on or o� position but not both at the

same time. In some scheduling problems, the dynamical system is represented as a large set of

state constraints.

Scheduling and Constraint Satisfaction

Scheduling problems are typically represented in terms of a set of variables and constraints on

their values. A schedule is then represented as an assignment of values to all of the variables

that satis�es all the constraints. The resulting formulation of scheduling problems is called

a constraint satisfaction problem [36].

Formally, a constraint satisfaction problem is speci�ed by a set of n variables, fx1; : : : ; xng,

their respective value domains, 
1; : : : ;
n, and a set of m constraints, fC1; : : : ; Cmg. A con-

straint Ci involves a subset fxi1 ; : : : ; xikg of the set of all variables fx1; : : : ; xng and is de�ned

by a subset of the Cartesian product 
i1 � � � � � 
ik . A constraint Ci is satis�ed by a par-

ticular assignment in which xi1  vi1 ; : : : ; xik  vik just in case hvi1 ; : : : ; viki is in the subset

of 
i1 � � � � � 
ik that de�nes Ci. A solution is an assignment of values to all the variables

such that all of the constraints are satis�ed. There is a performance function that maps every

complete assignment to a numerical value representing the cost of the assignment. An optimal

solution is a solution that has the lowest cost.
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As an example, consider the following formulation of a simpli�ed version of the job-shop

scheduling problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. Suppose we have N jobs, 1; 2; : : : ; N ,

each consisting of a single task, and M machines, 1; 2; : : : ;M . Since there is exactly one task

for each job, we just refer to jobs. Assume that each job takes one unit of time and there are

T time units, 1; 2; : : : ; T . Let zij = 1 if the jth machine can handle the ith job and zij = 0

otherwise. The zij are speci�ed in the description of the problem. Let xi for 1 � i � N take on

values from fjjzij = 1g � f1; 2; : : : ; Tg, where xi = (j; k) indicates that the ith job is assigned

to the jth machine during the kth time unit. The xi are assigned values in the process of

planning. There are N(N � 1) constraints of the form xi 6= xj , where 1 � i; j � N and i 6= j.

We are searching for an assignment to the xi that satis�es these constraints.

Re�nement-Based Methods

A re�nement-based method for solving a constraint satisfaction problem progresses by incre-

mentally assigning values to each of the variables. A partial plan (schedule) � is represented as

partial assignment of values to variables fx�1  v�1 ; : : : ; x�k  v�kg, where fx�1 ; : : : ; x�kg is a

subset of the set of all variables, fx1; : : : ; xng. The partial assignment � can be seen as a short-

hand notation for all of the complete assignments that agree on the assignment of values to the

variables in fx�1 ; : : : ; x�kg. A partial assignment � is said to be inconsistent if the assignment

of values to variables in � already violates one or more constraints. If the partial assignment

� is consistent, it can be re�ned by selecting a variable xj that is not yet assigned a value in

� and extending � to produce a set of re�nements each of which assigns xj one of the possible

values from its domain 
j . Thus, the set of re�nements of � is f� [ fxj  vgjv 2 
jg. In the

case of satis�cing scheduling, search terminates when a complete and consistent assignment is

produced. In the case of optimizing scheduling, search is continued with branch-and-bound

techniques until an optimal solution is found.

From the point of view of e�ciency, it is known that the order in which the variables are

considered and the order in which the values of the variables are considered during re�nement

have a signi�cant impact on the e�ciency of search. Considering variables with least number

of possible values �rst is known to provide good performance in many domains. Other ways of

improving search e�ciency include using look ahead techniques to prune inconsistent partial
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assignments ahead of time, to process the domains of the remaining variables so that any

infeasible values are removed, or using dependency directed backtracking techniques to recover

from inconsistent partial assignments intelligently. See [36] for a description of these techniques

and their tradeo�s.

Repair-Based Methods

A repair-based method for solving constraint satisfaction problems is to start with an assign-

ment to all of the variables in which not all of the constraints are satis�ed and reassign a

subset of the variables so that more of the constraints are satis�ed. Reassigning a subset of the

variables is referred to as as repairing an assignment. Consider the following repair method for

solving the simpli�ed job-shop scheduling problem.

We say that two variables xi and xj (i 6= j) conict if their values violate a constraint; in the

simpli�ed job-shop scheduling problem considered here, a constraint is violated if xi = xj . Min-

conicts is a heuristic for repairing an existing assignment that violates some of the constraints

to obtain a new assignment that violates fewer constraints. The hope is that by performing a

short sequence of repairs as determined by the min-conicts heuristic we obtain an assignment

that satis�es all of the constraints. The min-conicts heuristic counsels us to select a variable

that is in conict and assign it a new value that minimizes the number of conicts. See the

Johnston and Minton article in [37] for more on the min-conicts heuristic.

Min-conicts is a special case of a more general strategy that proceeds by making local

repairs. In the job-shop scheduling problem, a local repair corresponds to a change in the

assignment of a single variable.

For the traveling salesperson problem, there is a very e�ective local repair method that

works quite well in practice. Suppose that there are �ve cities A;B;C;D;E and an exist-

ing tour (a path consisting of a sequence of edges beginning and ending in the same city)

(A;B); (B;C); (C;D); (D;E); (E;A). Take two edges in the tour, say (A;B) and (C;D), and

consider the length of the tour (A;C); (C;B); (B;D); (D;E); (E;A) that results from replacing

(A;B) and (C;D) with (A;C) and (B;D). Try all possible pairs of edges (there are O(L2)

such edges where L is the number of cities), and make the replacement (repair) that results in

the shortest tour. Continue to make repairs in this manner until no improvement (reduction
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in the length of the resulting tour) is possible. Lin and Kernighan's algorithm [27] which is

based on this local repair method generates solutions that are within 10% of the length of the

optimal tour on a large class of practical problems.

Rescheduling and Iterative Repair Methods

Repair methods are typically implemented with iterative search methods; at any point during

the scheduling process, there is a complete schedule available for use. This ready-when-you-are

property of repair methods is important in applications that require frequent rescheduling, such

as job-shops in which change orders and new rush jobs are a common occurrence.

Most repair methods employ greedy strategies that attempt to improve the current schedule

on every iteration by making local repairs. Such greedy strategies often have a problem famil-

iar to researchers in combinatorial optimization. The problem is that many repair methods,

especially those that perform only local repairs, are liable to converge to local extrema of the

performance function and thereby miss an optimal solution. In many cases, these local extrema

correspond to very poor solutions.

To improve performance and reduce the risk of becoming stuck in local extrema corre-

sponding to badly suboptimal solutions, some schedulers employ stochastic techniques that

occasionally choose to make repairs other than those suggested by their heuristics. Simulated

annealing [24] is one example of a stochastic search method used to escape local extrema in

scheduling. In simulated annealing, there is a certain probability that the scheduler will choose

a repair other than the one suggested by the scheduler's heuristics. These random repairs force

the scheduler to consider repairs that at �rst may not look promising but in the long term lead

to better solutions. Over the course of scheduling this probability is gradually reduced to zero.

See the article by Zweben et al. in [37] for more on iterative repair methods using simulated

annealing.

Another way of reducing the risk of getting stuck in local extrema involves making the

underlying search systematic (so that it eventually visits all potential solutions). However,

traditional systematic search methods tend to be too rigid to exploit local repair methods such

as the min-conicts heuristic. In general, local repair methods attempt to direct the search by

exploiting the local gradients in the search space. This guidance can sometimes be at odds with
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the commitments that have already been made in the current search branch. Iterative methods

do not have this problem since they do not do any bookkeeping about the current state of the

search. Recent work on partial order dynamic backtracking algorithms [16] provides an elegant

way of keeping both systematicity and freedom of movement.

3.4 Improving E�ciency

While the previous sections surveyed the methods used to organize the search for plans and

discussed their relative advantages, as observed in Section 3.1, most planning problems are

computationally hard. The only way we can expect e�cient performance is to exploit the

structure and idiosyncrasies of the speci�c applications. One attractive possibility involves

dynamically customizing the performance of a general-purpose search algorithm to the structure

and distribution of the application problems. A variety of machine learning methods have been

developed and used for this purpose. We briey survey some of these methods below.

One of the simplest ways of improving performance over time involves \caching" plans

for frequently occurring problems and subproblems, and reusing them in subsequent planning

scenarios. This approach is called case-based planning (scheduling) [19, 22] and is motivated

by similar considerations to those motivating task-reduction re�nements. In storing a previous

planning experience, we have two choices: store the �nal plan, or store the plan along with the

search decisions that lead to the plan. In the latter case, we exploit the previous experience

by replaying the previous decisions in the new situation.

Caching typically involves only storing the information about the successful plan and the

decisions leading to it. Often, there is valuable information in the search failures encountered

in coming up with the successful plan. By analyzing the search failures and using explanation-

based learning techniques, it is possible to learn search control rules that, for example, can be

used to advise a planner as to which re�nement or repair to pursue under what circumstances.

For more about the connections between planning and learning see [28].

3.5 Approximation in Stochastic Domains

In this section, we consider a planning problem involving stochastic dynamics. We are interested

in generating conditional plans for the case in which the state is completely observable (the
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output function is the identity h(xt) = xt) and the performance measure is expected discounted

cumulative cost with discount . This constitutes an extreme case of closed-loop planning in

which the executor is able to observe the current state at any time without error and without

cost.

In this case, a plan is just a mapping from (observable) states to actions � : S ! A. To

simplify the presentation, we notate states with the integers 0; 1; : : : ; jSj, where s0 = 0 is the

initial state. We refer to the performance of a plan � starting in state i as J(�ji). We can

compute the performance of a plan by solving the following set of jSj+ 1 equations in jSj+ 1

unknowns.

J(�ji) = C(i) + 

jSjX
j=0

Pr(f(i; �(i)) = jji; �(i))J(�jj)

The objective in planning is to �nd a plan � from the set of all possible plans � such that for

all �0 2 �, J(�ji) � J(�0ji) for 0 � i � jSj.

As an aside, we note that the conditional probability distribution governing state transitions,

Pr(f(i; �(i)) = jji; �(i)), can be speci�ed in terms of probabilistic state space operators, allowing

us to apply the techniques of Section 3.2. A probabilistic state space operator � is a set of

triples of the form h�; �; !i where � is a set of preconditions, � is a probability, and ! is a set

of postconditions. Semantically, if � is satis�ed just prior to �, then with probability � the

postconditions in ! are satis�ed immediately following �. If a proposition is not included in �,

then it is assumed not to a�ect the outcome of �; if a proposition is not included in !, then it

is assumed to be unchanged by �. For example, given the following representation for �

� = fhfPg; 1; ;i; hf:Pg; 0:2; fPgi; hf:Pg; 0:8; f:Pgig

if P is true prior to �, nothing is changed following �; but, if P is false, then 20% of the time P

becomes true and 80% of the time P remains false. For more on planning in stochastic domains

using probabilistic state space operators, see [25].

There are well known methods for computing an optimal plan for the problem described

above [33]. Most of these methods proceed using iterative repair-based methods that work by

improving an existing plan � using the computed function J(�ji). On each iteration, we end

up with a new plan �0 and must calculate J(�0ji) for all i. If, as we assumed earlier, jSj is

exponential in the number of state variables, then we are going to have some trouble solving a
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system of jSj+ 1 equations. In the rest of this section, we consider one possible way to avoid

incurring an exponential amount of work in evaluating the performance of a given plan.

Suppose that we know the initial state, s0 and a bound Cmax (Cmax � maxi C(i)) on the

maximum cost incurred in any state. Let � be any plan, J1(�) = J(�j0) be the performance

of � accounting for an in�nite sequence of state transitions, and JK(�) the performance of

� accounting for only K state transitions. We can bound the di�erence between these two

measures of performance as follows (see [12] for a proof).

jJ1(�)� JK(�)j � KCmax=(1� )

The above result implies that if we are willing to sacri�ce a (maximum) error of KCmax=(1�

) in measuring the performance of plans, we need only concern ourselves with histories of

length K. So how do we calculate JK(�)? The answer is a familiar one in statistics, namely,

we estimate JK(�) by sampling the space of K-length histories.

Using a factored representation of the conditional probability distribution governing state

transitions, we can compute a random K-length history in time polynomial in K and N (the

number of state variables), assuming that M (the maximum dimensionality of a state-variable

function) is constant. The algorithm is simply, given s0, for t = 0 to K � 1, determine st+1

according to the distribution, Pr(st+1jst; �(st)). For each history hs0; : : : ; sKi so determined

we compute the quantity V(hs0; : : : ; sKi) =
PK
j=0 

jC(sj) and refer to this as one sample.

If we compute enough samples and take their average, we will have an accurate estimate

of JK(�). The following algorithm takes two parameters, � and �, and computes an estimate

ĴK(�) of JK(�) such that

Pr[JK(�)(1� �) � ĴK(�) � JK(�)(1 + �)] > 1� �

1. T  0 ; Y  0

2. S  4 log(2=�)(1+ �)=�2

3. While Y < S do

(a) T  T + 1

(b) Generate a random history hs0; : : : ; sKi
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(c) Y  Y + V(hs0; : : : ; sKi)

4. Return JK(�) = S=T

The above algorithm terminates after generating E[T ] samples, where

E[T ] � 4 log(2=�)(1 + �)
�
JK(�)�

2
��1

so that the entire algorithm for approximating J1(�) runs in expected time polynomial in 1=�,

1=�, 1=(1� ) (see [6] for a detailed analysis).

Approximating J1(�) is only one possible step in an algorithm for computing an optimal

or near-optimal plan. In most iterative repair-based algorithms, the algorithm evaluates the

current policy and then tries to improve it on each iteration. In order to have a polynomial

time algorithm, we not only have to establish a polynomial bound on the time required for

evaluation but also a polynomial bound on the total number of iterations, The point of the

above exercise is that when faced with combinatorial complexity, we need not give up but we

may have to compromise. In practice, making reasonable tradeo�s is critical in solving planning

and scheduling problems The simple analysis above demonstrates that we can trade time (the

expected number of samples required) against the accuracy (determined by the � factor) and

reliability (determined by the � factor) of our answers.

4 Research Issues and Summary

In this article, we provide a framework for characterizing planning and scheduling problems

that focuses on properties of the underlying dynamical system and the capabilities of the

planning system to observe its surroundings. The presentation of speci�c techniques distin-

guishes between re�nement-based methods that construct plans and schedules piece by piece,

and repair-based methods that modify complete plans and schedules. Both re�nement- and

repair-based methods are generally applied in the context of heuristic search.

Most planning and scheduling problems are computationally complex. As a consequence

of this complexity, most practical approaches rely on heuristics that exploit knowledge of the

planning domain. Current research focuses on improving the e�ciency of algorithms based

on existing representations and on developing new representations for the underlying dynamics
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that account for important features of the domain (e.g., uncertainty) and allow for the encoding

of appropriate heuristic knowledge. Given the complexity of most planning and scheduling

problems, an important area for future research concerns identifying and quantifying tradeo�s,

such as those involving solution quality and algorithmic complexity.

Planning and scheduling in arti�cial intelligence cover a wide range of techniques and is-

sues. We have not attempted to be comprehensive in this relatively short article. Citations

in the main text provide attribution for speci�cally mentioned techniques. These citations are

not meant to be exhaustive by any means. General references are provided in the `Further

Information' section at the end of this article.

5 De�ning Terms

closed-loop planner: a planning system that periodically makes observations of the

current state of its environment and adjusts its plan in accord with these observations.

dynamical system: a description of the environment in which plans are to be executed

that accounts for the consequences of actions and the evolution of the state over time.

goal: a subset of the set of all states such that a plan is judged successful if it results in

the system ending up in one of these states.

o�-line planning algorithm: a planning algorithm that performs all of its computa-

tions prior to executing any actions.

on-line planning algorithm: a planning algorithm in which planning computations

and the execution of actions are carried out concurrently.

open-loop planner: a planning system that executes its plans with no feedback from

the environment, relying exclusively on its ability to accurately predict the evolution of

the underlying dynamical system.

optimizing: a performance criterion that requires maximizing or minimizing a speci�ed

measure of performance.
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plan: a speci�cation for acting that maps from what is known at the time of execution

to the set of actions.

planning: a process that involves reasoning about the consequences of acting in order

to choose from among a set of possible courses of action.

progression: the operation of determining the resulting state of a dynamical system

given some initial state and speci�ed action.

regression: the operation of transforming a given (target) goal into a prior (regressed)

goal so that if a speci�ed action is carried out in a state in which the regressed goal is

satis�ed, then the target goal will be satis�ed in the resulting state.

satis�cing: a performance criterion in which some level of satisfactory performance is

speci�ed in terms of a goal or �xed performance threshold.

state-space operator: a representation for an individual action that maps each state

into the state resulting from executing the action in the (initial) state.

state-transition function: a function that maps each state and action deterministically

to a resulting state. In the stochastic case, this function is replaced by a conditional

probability distribution.
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Further Information

Research on planning and scheduling in arti�cial intelligence is published in the journal \Ar-

ti�cial Intelligence," \Computational Intelligence," and the \Journal of Arti�cial Intelligence

Research." Planning and scheduling work is also published in the proceedings of the \Interna-

tional Joint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence" and the \National Conference on Arti�cial
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Intelligence." Specialty conferences such as the \International Conference on Arti�cial Intel-

ligence Planning Systems" and the \European Workshop on Planning" cover planning and

scheduling exclusively.

George� [15] and Hendler et al. [20] provide useful summaries of the state of the art. Allen,

Hendler, and Tate [2] is a collection of readings that covers many important innovations in

automated planning. Dean et al. [7] and Penberthy and Weld [31] provide somewhat more

detailed accounts of the basic algorithms covered in this chapter. Zweben and Fox [37] is

a collection of readings that summarizes many of the basic techniques in knowledge-based

scheduling. Allen et al. [1] describe an approach to planning based on �rst-order logic. Dean

and Wellman [10] tie together techniques from planning in arti�cial intelligence, operations

research, control theory, and the decision sciences.
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